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What is SHM?
SHM is a great classical historical work in 13th

century. The name of the book is called Monqol-
un Nihuča Tobčiyan in ancient Mongol (The Secret 
History of the Mongols, SHM)

The book tells a historical 
story about Mongols and 
Genghis Khan, the 
conqueror of Central Asia 
and southern Russia, the 
founder and pioneer of 
Yuan Dynasty.



SHM of the world

The work SHM is so famous that it has 
become a branch of learning: SHK-ology all 
over the world.

There are more than ten language translations of SHM in 
the world
There are more than twenty Latin transliterations of SHM 
from Chinese characters
There are more than ten thousands of papers and books 
on SHM
There are more than one hundred experts of SHM in the 
world
……



Secrets of the Secret History
Why does SHM arouse so much interests of scholars? 
Its secrets or riddles? 
People say: you may find the tomb of Genghis Khan, 
however, you may have no way to find the original SHM.

The original SHM has been lost. Can it be found again?
Who is the author of the book?
Why was the book handed down to generations in Chinese 
characters?
How can the book be restored to original Mongol from 
Chinese-transliterated characters?
What is concealed among the Chinese characters of SHM?
……



The format of Chinese-
transliterated document

the length of the book: 300 thousand Chinese 
characters (in guess before statistics).
There are 12 volumes and 282 chapters by 
transliterators

Format:
layouts: characters written vertically
the original shape of the archaic handwriting form with three 
lines representing one content

The first line is word-for-word Chinese characters (interlinearize)
The second line is Chinese-transliterated characters from Mongol
The third line is initials of the pronunciation of Mongol words
There are also endings indicating pronunciation of Mongol words 
within the second lines





Can we make an electronic SHM?

SHM is an ancient handwriting document
SHM is a typical complicated document
The carrier of information is unintegrated
The characters and texts of SHM are 
non-standard and  irregular



Principles of making Electronic 
data for SHM

Preserve the original format of SHM
Version, direction of handwriting, and annotation 
of pronunciation

Keep all the information of characters
Simplified Characters, traditional Characters, and 
variant characters

Keep all the information of volumes, chapters, 
and pages
Keep all the information of segmentation and 
word-for-word format



The information of the 
handwriting document

Layouts: three lines for one content
direction of handwriting: from vertical lines 
to lines sideways
Initials stand at one line
Word-for-word translation stands at one 
line

中 －initial
成吉思 合罕 田迭 泰亦赤兀 的 倒兀里周 泰亦赤兀台 －transliterate
太祖 皇帝 那裏 種 行 擄着 種 －word-for-word trans



The information of the 
handwriting document

Volumes: 
add a volume 
number before each 
volume

Chapters: 
keep the numbers of 
chapters

Chinese translation
Be separated from 
the main texts



The information of the 
handwriting document

Characters: 
keep all the forms of 
characters
“斷”/“断”
“驖”/“鐵”
“幾”/“几”
“仇”/“讎”/“讐”
……



The format of Electronic version 
(deep structure)

元朝秘史 卷一 忙豁侖纽察脱察安

1.1
＃1
成吉思[名] 合罕訥[皇帝的] 忽札兀兒[根源]
迭額列{舌}[上]騰格理{舌}[天] 額扯[處] 札牙阿禿[命有的] 脫列{舌}<克>先[生了的] 孛兒

帖[蒼色] 赤那[狼] 阿主兀[有] 格兒該[妻]亦訥[他的] 豁{中}埃[悿白色]馬闌{舌}<勒>[鹿]
阿只埃[有來] 騰汲思客[水名]禿<勒>周[渡着]亦列{舌}罷[來了] 斡難[河名] 沐漣{舌}訥
帖里{舌}兀捏[河的源行] 不峏罕哈<勒>敦[山名]納[行]嫰兀<黑>剌周[營盤做着] 脫列

{舌}<克>先[生子的] 巴塔赤罕[人名] 阿主兀[有來]

//當初元朝的人祖。是天生一箇蒼色的狼。與一箇悿白色的鹿相配了。同渡過騰吉思名字

的水來。到扵斡難名字的河源頭。不兒罕名字的山前住着。產了一箇人名字喚作巴塔赤

罕。//
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translation



Design for the retrieval system

Functions of Browsing and seeking
Any characters or words

Functions of statistics
Transliteration, Translation, Initials, endings

Functions of retrieval
Transliteration, Translation, Initials, endings

Functions of data output
……



Design for the retrieval system

System
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Browse the original format



Retrieval by alignment

To realize one content with 
three lines, the technology 
of interlinearization
(alignment) has been used, 
which judges the browsing 
position of the three 
chunks according to what 
line is longer between 1st

lines, 2nd lines, and 3rd lines.



The result of aligning retrieval
longer

shorter
equal length



Retrieval of translation by 
concordance

A method of concordance may tell the 
contexts of what you seek.



What may the electronic data 
tell us? (for historians)

Who appears in SHM?
Where did the named persons go?
What events happened to them?
How can you find the secrets of original 
texts from Chinese characters?

Seek names of persons
Seek names of places
Seek some event keywords





A sample (for grammarians)



A sample (for corpus linguists)

Statistics for Chinese characters in SHM



Thank you for your attention!

The electronic data of SHM will be 
useful for 

Historians
Philologists
Linguists
Geographers
Military scientists
Students



Types of characters in SHM

Type one (C): single character. 
“児”

Type two (xC): character with initials. 
“舌児”

Type three (Cy): character with endings. 
“阿勒”

Type four (xCy):character with initials and 
endings.

“舌魯黑”



Statistics for types of 
characters in SHM

Pay attention to tokens of Type xC inV.1 & v.2



The reason: An interesting case



See how the character types  
influence the whole text
“児”(and “舌児”) is a character in the most high 
frequency in the whole document. 
There are two forms of “児”, one is single “児”，another 
is “舌児” with initials.

“児” in vol. 1 is 362, “舌児” is 0 
“児” in vol. 2 is 478, “舌児” is 8 
“児” in vol. 3 is 17,   “舌児” is 391
“児” in vol. 4 is 57,   “舌児” is 298
“児” in vol. 5 is 16,   “舌児” is 376 
……
“児” in vol. 1~12 is 1116, “舌児” is 3707

Now we know the transliterators made some errors in 
vol.1 and 2. All forms of the character should be “舌児”. 
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